Welcome, and thank you for your interest in FieldWireLabs, Inc. (“Fieldwire,” “we,” or “us”) and our online service for mobile task management in the field available through our mobile applications (including tablet applications) (each a “Mobile App”) and our web site www.fieldwire.com (and related web sites) and other related embeddable widgets, downloadable software, as well as other services provided by us and on which a link to these Terms of service is displayed (collectively, together with the Mobile Apps, the “Service”). These Terms of Service are a legally binding contract between you and Fieldwire regarding your use of the Service. However, and notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Terms of Service, if you and Fieldwire have entered into a separate agreement that purports to govern all use of the Service by you, then that separate agreement shall be the governing contract between you and Fieldwire regarding your use of the Service and these Terms of Service shall not apply.

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS OF SERVICE CAREFULLY. BY CLICKING “I ACCEPT,” REGISTERING FOR AN ACCOUNT FOR THE SERVICE, DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING A MOBILE APP, OR BY OTHERWISE ACCESSING OR USING THE SERVICE, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ, UNDERSTOOD, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE FOLLOWING TERMS AND CONDITIONS, INCLUDING THE FIELDWIRE PRIVACY POLICY (COLLECTIVELY, THESE “TERMS”). If you are not eligible, or do not agree to these Terms, then please do not use the Service.

These Terms of Service provide that all disputes between you and Fieldwire will be resolved by BINDING ARBITRATION. WE EACH AGREE TO GIVE UP THE RIGHT TO GO TO COURT TO ASSERT OR DEFEND CERTAIN RIGHTS UNDER THIS CONTRACT. Your rights will be determined by a NEUTRAL ARBITRATOR and NOT A JUDGE OR JURY and your claims cannot be brought as a class action. Please review Section 15 below for the details regarding your agreement to arbitrate any disputes with Fieldwire.

1. **Eligibility.** You must be at least eighteen (18) years of age to use the Service. By agreeing to these Terms, you represent and warrant to us: (i) that you are at least eighteen (18) years of age; (ii) that you have not previously been suspended or removed from the Service; and (iii) that your registration and your use of the Service is in compliance with any and all applicable laws and regulations. If you are using the Service on behalf of an entity, organization, or company, you represent and warrant that you have the authority to bind such organization to these Terms and you agree to be bound by these Terms on behalf of such organization.

2. **Use of the Service.** Subject to your continued compliance with these Terms, Fieldwire grants you a limited, non-transferable, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, transferable right to use the Service solely in connection with your internal business operations. Your right to use the Service is subject to and contingent upon your compliance with all limitations (such as limitations on the number of users, projects or sheets, and any other technical restrictions) that are associated with or determined by the subscription plan you have purchased on Fieldwire’s website or via a mutually executed purchase order or other ordering document, as such subscription plans may be more particularly described on Fieldwire’s website or otherwise agreed between You and Fieldwire in writing from time to time. Your use of the Service is also subject to your agreement and compliance with the end-user license agreements provided or made available with such Mobile Apps, as well as any acceptable use policies, rules, or guidelines applicable to the Service or certain features of the Service that we may post on or link to on the Service. All such end-user license terms, policies, rules and guidelines are hereby incorporated by reference into, and made a part of, these Terms.

3. **Accounts and Registration.** To access some features of the Service, you must register for an account. When you register for an account, you may be required to provide us with some information about yourself (such as your e-mail address or other contact information). You agree that the information you provide to us is accurate and that you will keep it accurate and up-to-date at all times. When you register, you will be asked to provide a password. You are solely responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of
your account and password. You agree to accept responsibility for all activities that occur under your account. If you have reason to believe that your account is no longer secure, then you must immediately notify us at support@fieldwire.com. Your account is for your use only, and no other persons may access the Service using your account. You may not transfer or share your account with anyone, and we reserve the right to immediately terminate your account if you do transfer or share your account. You may have the option to purchase subscriptions for other user accounts (“Additional Accounts”) that are associated with your organization or the “Projects” you manage through the Service. If you purchase subscriptions for Additional Accounts, then you shall ensure that each such Additional Account is accessed only by the person that you have identified to Fieldwire as the user of that account, and by no other person.

4. Payment.

4.1 Subscription Fees. You agree to pay to Fieldwire all fees for subscriptions purchased by you or on your behalf, whether purchased on or through the Service or through a written agreement between you and Fieldwire, including in each case any applicable taxes (the “Subscription Fees”). Subscription Fees are nonrefundable (except as may otherwise be expressly provided herein). In the event of any change in the Subscription Fees applicable to the renewal of your subscription, Fieldwire will send you a notice of such change in advance of renewal (via a message on or through the Service or email). You must cancel a subscription prior to renewal to avoid incurring Subscription Fees for the renewal term. For clarity, if you are using the Service on behalf of an organization, your use of the Service may be covered under that organization’s agreement with Fieldwire and you may not be required to pay Subscription Fees.

4.2 Subscription Billing. Subscription Fees will be billed upon the initiation (or modification) of your subscription, and thereafter at the beginning of each month during the term of your subscription. For payment, Fieldwire will charge the payment method you specify at the time of purchase or at any later time and you authorize Fieldwire to charge all sums described herein to such payment method. If you pay any applicable fees with a credit card, Fieldwire may seek pre-authorization of your credit card account prior to your purchase to verify that the credit card is valid and has the necessary funds or credit available to cover your purchase.

5. User Content

5.1 User Content Generally. Certain features of the Service may permit users to submit and publish on or through the Service a variety of content, including floorplans, blueprints, maps, messages, photos, images, video, data, text, documents, correspondence, and other types of works (collectively, “User Content”). As between you and Fieldwire, you retain ownership of all copyright and any other proprietary rights in the User Content that you post to the Service, and you do not transfer ownership of any intellectual property rights in your User Content to Fieldwire.

5.2 Limited License Grant to Fieldwire. By submitting User Content, you grant Fieldwire a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, transferable right and license (with the right to sublicense) to host, store, transfer, display and modify your User Content, in whole or in part, in any manner reasonably necessary to provide the Service. Fieldwire may also provide certain features in the Service that may allow you to configure certain controls or limitations with respect to if and how other users may access particular User Content. You acknowledge and agree that Fieldwire may also aggregate your User Content with data provided by other third parties and use and disclose such aggregated data for any business purposes, provided that such aggregated data does not identify you or contain any personally identifiable information of any individuals associated with you.
5.3 **Limited License Grant to Other Users.** By publishing or sharing User Content with other users through the Service, you hereby grant the recipient of such User Content a non-exclusive license to access and use such User Content as contemplated by these Terms and the functionality of the Service (including functionality that allows further sharing of such User Content).

5.4 **User Content Representations and Warranties.** You are solely responsible for your User Content and the consequences of posting or publishing User Content. By submitting, posting, publishing, or sharing User Content, you affirm, represent, warrant, and covenant that:

- you are the creator and owner of, or have the necessary licenses, rights, consents, and permissions to submit, post, publish, and share such User Content with Fieldwire and others, and to authorize Fieldwire and users of the Service to use and distribute your User Content as necessary to exercise the licenses granted by you in this Section 5 and in the manner contemplated by these Terms; and

- your User Content, and the use thereof as contemplated herein, does not and will not: (i) infringe, violate, or misappropriate any third party’s rights, including any copyright, trademark, patent, trade secret, moral right, privacy right, right of publicity, or any other intellectual property or proprietary right; or (ii) slander, defame, or libel any third party.

5.5 **Backups.** You are solely responsible for maintaining backups of your User Content outside the Service, and Fieldwire will have no liability whatsoever to you arising out of or in connection with any loss, compromise, or corruption of any data you may submit, receive, transmit, or store through the Service. Once you terminate your account, you will no longer have access to retrieve or obtain any of your User Content.

5.6 **Customer Reference.** You agree that Fieldwire may reference you as a customer of Fieldwire, subject to your trademark and logo usage guidelines as provided in writing by Customer to Fieldwire.

5.7 **Privacy Policy.** Please read the Fieldwire Privacy Policy carefully for information relating to our collection, use, storage and disclosure of your personal information. The Fieldwire Privacy Policy is hereby incorporated by reference into, and made a part of, these Terms.

6. **Restrictions on Use.** You shall not, and shall not permit or encourage any third party to: (a) alter, modify, adapt, translate, reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or attempt to derive the source code of the Service or any part thereof, except to the extent that such activities are permitted under applicable law; (b) sell, lease, rent, sublicense, redistribute or otherwise transfer or convey the Service or any part thereof to any third party; (c) use the Service for any time-sharing, outsourcing, service bureau, hosting, application service provider or like purposes; (d) use the Service for the purpose of developing a product or service that directly or indirectly competes with the Service, or to perform any competitive analysis; (e) remove, alter, or obscure in any way the proprietary rights notices (including copyright, patent, and trademark notices and symbols) of Fieldwire or its suppliers contained within the Service or any part thereof; (f) use the Service other than as described in the user manuals or documentation provided or made available to you by Fieldwire, or with any unsupported software or hardware (as described in user manuals or documentation); (g) disclose the results of any benchmark tests on the Service without Fieldwire’s prior written consent; or (h) use the Service for any unlawful purpose. Any violation of any of the foregoing restrictions shall be a material breach of this Agreement.

7. **Third-Party Services and Linked Websites.** Fieldwire may provide tools through the Service that enable you to export information, including User Content, to third party services, including through features that allow you to link your Fieldwire account with an account on the third party service, such as Twitter or Facebook, or through our implementation of third party buttons (such as “like” or “share”
buttons). We may additionally allow you to link your account with other third party services, such storage services provided by Dropbox or Box.net. By using these tools, you agree that we may transfer such information to the applicable third-party service. Such third party services are not under our control, and we are not responsible for their use of your exported information. The Service may also contain links to third-party websites. Such linked websites are not under our control, and we are not responsible for their content.

8. **Term; Termination.** These Terms and your subscription for the Service will continue until the end of the subscription period you have purchased unless terminated earlier in accordance with these Terms. Thereafter, these Terms and your subscription will automatically renew for successive terms equal in length to the initial term of your subscription, unless terminated earlier in accordance with these Terms. If you violate any provision of these Terms, including your payment obligations under Section 4, we may immediately terminate these Terms or suspend your account. You may terminate your account at any time by contacting customer service at support@fieldwire.com. If you terminate your account, you will remain obligated to pay all outstanding fees, if any, relating to your use of the Service incurred prior to termination and for the remainder of the Term. Each of us may also terminate this Agreement (i) if the other party terminates or suspends its business, (ii) becomes insolvent or unable to pay its debts as they mature, makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, or becomes subject to direct control of a trustee, receiver or similar authority, or (iii) becomes subject to any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding under federal or state statutes. Additionally, Fieldwire may immediately terminate this Agreement and your use of the Service upon notice to you if Fieldwire, in its sole discretion determines to discontinue providing the Service to its customers generally, but in that case Fieldwire will provide you with a refund of any fees you may have pre-paid for the remainder of your subscription period. For clarity, access to Projects may be suspended or discontinued if the account responsible for administering those Projects is suspended or terminated.

9. **Changes to the Terms.** We reserve the right, at our discretion, to change these Terms on a going-forward basis at any time. Please check these Terms periodically for changes. In the event that a change to these Terms materially modifies your rights or obligations, we will make reasonable efforts to notify you of such change. We may provide notice through a pop-up or banner within the Service, by sending an email to any address you may have used to register for an account, or through other mechanisms. Generally, modifications to the Terms are effective upon publication, provided that if the changed Terms materially modify your rights or obligations, the changes are effective upon the earlier of (a) your using the Service with actual knowledge of the change, or (b) thirty days following publication of the modified Terms, and further provided that disputes arising under these Terms will be resolved in accordance with the Terms in effect that the time the dispute arose. If you do not accept the changed Terms, you may not continue to access and use the Service.

10. **Ownership; Proprietary Rights.** The Service is owned and operated by Fieldwire. The visual interfaces, graphics, design, compilation, information, data, computer code (including source code or object code), products, software, services, and all other elements of the Service (the “Materials”) provided by Fieldwire are protected by all relevant intellectual property and proprietary rights and applicable laws. All Materials contained in the Service, and all intellectual property rights therein and thereto, are the property of Fieldwire or our third-party licensors. Except as expressly authorized by Fieldwire, you may not make use of the Materials. Fieldwire reserves all rights to the Materials not granted expressly in these Terms.

11. **Indemnity.** You agree that you will be responsible for your use of the Service, and you agree to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless Fieldwire and its officers, directors, employees, consultants, affiliates, subsidiaries and agents (collectively, the “Fieldwire Entities”) from and against any and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses, and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, arising out of or in any way connected with (i) your access to, use or misuse of the Service; (ii) your violation of these Terms or any representation, warranty, or agreements referenced herein, or any applicable law or regulation; (iii) your violation of any third-party right, including without limitation any intellectual property
right, publicity, confidentiality, property or privacy right; (iv) your User Content, or (v) any disputes or issues between you and any third party. We reserve the right, at our own expense, to assume the exclusive defense and control of any matter otherwise subject to indemnification by you (and without limiting your indemnification obligations with respect to such matter), and in such case, you agree to cooperate with our defense of such claim.

12. **Disclaimers; No Warranties**

The Service and all materials and content available through the Service are provided "as is" and on an "as available" basis, without warranty or condition of any kind, either express or implied. The Fieldwire Entities specifically (but without limitation) disclaim all warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, relating to the Service and all materials and content available through the Service, including but not limited to (i) any implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, quiet enjoyment, or non-infringement; and (ii) any warranties arising out of course of dealing, usage, or trade. The Fieldwire Entities do not warrant that the Service or any part thereof, or any materials or content offered through the Service will be accurate, up to date, uninterrupted, secure, or free of errors, viruses, or other harmful components, and do not warrant that any of the foregoing will be corrected.

No advice or information, whether oral or written, obtained by you from the Service or any materials or content available on or through the Service will create any warranty regarding any of the Fieldwire Entities or the Service that is not expressly stated in these terms. You assume all risk for all damages that may result from your use of or access to the Service, your dealings with other Service users or other third parties, and any materials or content available through the Service. You understand and agree that you use the Service and use, access, download, or otherwise obtain materials or content through the Service and any associated sites or services at your own discretion and risk, and you will be solely responsible for any damage to your property (including your computer system used in connection with the Service) or loss of data that results from the use of the Service or the download or use of such materials or content.

Some jurisdictions may prohibit a disclaimer of warranties and you may have other rights that vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

13. **Limitation of Liability**

In no event will Fieldwire be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, consequential or punitive damages (including, without limitation, damages for loss of profits, goodwill, use, data, or other intangible losses) arising out of or relating to your access to or use of, or your inability to access or use, the Service or any materials or content on the Service, whether based on warranty, contract, tort (including negligence), statute or any other legal theory, whether or not the Fieldwire Entities have been informed of the possibility of such damage.

You agree that the aggregate total of all liability of the Fieldwire Entities to you for any and all claims arising out of relating to the use of or any inability to use the Service (including any materials or content available through the Service) or otherwise under these terms, whether in contract, tort, or
OTHERWISE, IS LIMITED TO THE AMOUNTS YOU HAVE PAID TO FIELDWIRE FOR ACCESS TO AND USE OF THE SERVICE IN THE 12 MONTHS PRIOR TO SUCH CLAIM.

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES. ACCORDINGLY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

EACH PROVISION OF THESE TERMS THAT PROVIDES FOR A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY, DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES, OR EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES IS TO ALLOCATE THE RISKS UNDER THESE TERMS BETWEEN THE PARTIES. THIS ALLOCATION IS AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT OF THE BASIS OF THE BARGAIN BETWEEN THE PARTIES. EACH OF THESE PROVISIONS IS SEVERABLE AND INDEPENDENT OF ALL OTHER PROVISIONS OF THESE TERMS. THE LIMITATIONS IN THIS SECTION 13 WILL APPLY EVEN IF ANY LIMITED REMEDY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

14. **Governing Law.** THESE TERMS SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA WITHOUT REGARD TO CONFLICT OF LAW PRINCIPLES. To the extent that any lawsuit or court proceeding is permitted hereunder, you and Fieldwire agree to submit to the personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the state courts and federal courts located within the City and County of San Francisco, California for the purpose of litigating all disputes arising out of or related to this Agreement.

15. **Dispute Resolution and Arbitration**

15.1 **Generally.** In the interest of resolving disputes between you and Fieldwire in the most expedient and cost effective manner, you and Fieldwire agree that any and all disputes arising in connection with these Terms shall be resolved by binding arbitration. Arbitration is more informal than a lawsuit in court. Arbitration uses a neutral arbitrator instead of a judge or jury, may allow for more limited discovery than in court, and can be subject to very limited review by courts. Arbitrators can award the same damages and relief that a court can award. Our agreement to arbitrate disputes includes, but is not limited to all claims arising out of or relating to any aspect of these Terms, whether based in contract, tort, statute, fraud, misrepresentation or any other legal theory, and regardless of whether the claims arise during or after the termination of these Terms. YOU UNDERSTAND AND AGREE THAT, BY ENTERING INTO THESE TERMS, YOU AND FIELDWIRE ARE EACH WAIVING THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY OR TO PARTICIPATE IN A CLASS ACTION.

15.2 **Exceptions.** Notwithstanding subsection 15.1, we both agree that nothing herein will be deemed to waive, preclude, or otherwise limit either of our right to (i) bring an individual action in small claims court, (ii) pursue enforcement actions through applicable federal, state, or local agencies where such actions are available, (iii) seek injunctive relief in a court of law, or (iv) to file suit in a court of law to address intellectual property infringement claims.

15.3 **Arbitrator.** Any arbitration between you and Fieldwire will be governed by the Commercial Dispute Resolution Procedures and the Supplementary Procedures for Consumer Related Disputes (collectively, "AAA Rules") of the American Arbitration Association ("AAA"), as modified by these Terms, and will be administered by the AAA. The AAA Rules and filing forms are available online at www.adr.org, by calling the AAA at 1-800-778-7879, or by contacting Fieldwire.

15.4 **Notice; Process.** A party who intends to seek arbitration must first send a written notice of the dispute to the other, by certified mail or Federal Express (signature required), or in the event that we do not have a physical address on file for you, by electronic mail ("Notice"). Fieldwire's address for Notice is as set forth at the end of these Terms. The Notice must (i) describe the nature and basis of the claim or dispute; and (ii) set forth the specific relief
sought ("Demand"). We agree to use good faith efforts to resolve the claim directly, but if we do not reach an agreement to do so within 30 days after the Notice is received, you or Fieldwire may commence an arbitration proceeding. During the arbitration, the amount of any settlement offer made by you or Fieldwire shall not be disclosed to the arbitrator until after the arbitrator makes a final decision and award, if any. In the event our dispute is finally resolved through arbitration in your favor, Fieldwire shall pay you (i) the amount awarded by the arbitrator, if any, (ii) the last written settlement amount offered by Fieldwire in settlement of the dispute prior to the arbitrator’s award; or (iii) $1,000.00, whichever is greater.

15.5 Fees. In the event that you commence arbitration in accordance with these Terms, Fieldwire will reimburse you for your payment of the filing fee, unless your claim is for greater than $10,000, in which case the payment of any fees shall be decided by the AAA Rules. Any arbitration hearings will take place at a location to be agreed upon in San Francisco, California, provided that if the claim is for $10,000 or less, you may choose whether the arbitration will be conducted (i) solely on the basis of documents submitted to the arbitrator; (ii) through a non-appearance based telephonic hearing; or (iii) by an in-person hearing as established by the AAA Rules in the county (or parish) of your billing address. If the arbitrator finds that either the substance of your claim or the relief sought in the Demand is frivolous or brought for an improper purpose (as measured by the standards set forth in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 11(b)), then the payment of all fees will be governed by the AAA Rules. In such case, you agree to reimburse Fieldwire for all monies previously disbursed by it that are otherwise your obligation to pay under the AAA Rules. Regardless of the manner in which the arbitration is conducted, the arbitrator shall issue a reasoned written decision sufficient to explain the essential findings and conclusions on which the decision and award, if any, are based. The arbitrator may make rulings and resolve disputes as to the payment and reimbursement of fees or expenses at any time during the proceeding and upon request from either party made within 14 days of the arbitrator’s ruling on the merits.

15.6 No Class Actions. YOU AND FIELDWIRE AGREE THAT EACH MAY BRING CLAIMS AGAINST THE OTHER ONLY IN YOUR OR ITS INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY AND NOT AS A PLAINTIFF OR CLASS MEMBER IN ANY PURPORTED CLASS OR REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDING. Further, unless both you and Fieldwire agree otherwise, the arbitrator may not consolidate more than one person’s claims, and may not otherwise preside over any form of a representative or class proceeding.

15.7 Modifications. In the event that Fieldwire makes any future change to this arbitration provision (other than a change to Fieldwire’s address for Notice), you may reject any such change by sending us written notice within 30 days of the change to Fieldwire’s address for Notice, in which case your account with Fieldwire shall be immediately terminated and this arbitration provision, as in effect immediately prior to the amendments you reject shall survive.

15.8 Enforceability. If Subsection 15.6 is found to be unenforceable or if the entirety of this Section 15 is found to be unenforceable, then the entirety of this Section 15 shall be null and void and, in such case, the parties agree that the exclusive jurisdiction and venue described in Section 14 shall govern any action arising out of or related to these Terms.

16. Consent to Electronic Communications. By using the Service, you consent to receiving certain electronic communications from us and other users as further described in our Privacy Policy. Please read our Privacy Policy to learn more about your choices regarding our electronic communications practices. You agree that any notices, agreements, disclosures, or other communications that we send to you electronically will satisfy any legal communication requirements, including that such communications be in writing.
17. **General.** These Terms, together with the Privacy Policy and any other agreements expressly incorporated by reference herein, constitute the entire and exclusive understanding and agreement between you and Fieldwire regarding your use of and access to the Service, and except as expressly permitted above may be amended only by a written agreement signed by authorized representatives of all parties to these Terms. You may not assign or transfer these Terms or your rights hereunder, in whole or in part, by operation of law or otherwise, without our prior written consent. We may assign these Terms at any time without notice. The failure to require performance of any provision will not affect our right to require performance at any time thereafter, nor shall a waiver of any breach or default of these Terms or any provision of these Terms constitute a waiver of any subsequent breach or default or a waiver of the provision itself. Use of section headers in these Terms is for convenience only and shall not have any impact on the interpretation of particular provisions. In the event that any part of these Terms is held to be invalid or unenforceable, the unenforceable part shall be given effect to the greatest extent possible and the remaining parts will remain in full force and effect. Upon termination of these Terms, any provision that by its nature or express terms should survive will survive such termination or expiration, including, but not limited to, Sections 1, 4, 5, 7, and 10 through 18.

18. **Contact Information.** The services hereunder are offered by FieldWireLabs, Inc., located at 459 Geary Street, Suite 500, San Francisco, CA 94102. You may contact us by sending correspondence to the foregoing address or by emailing us at support@fieldwire.com. If you are a California resident, you may have these Terms mailed to you electronically by sending a letter to the foregoing address with your electronic mail address and a request for these Terms.

19. **Privacy and Data Protection – Europe.** This Section 19 applies to the Processing of Personal Data subject to European Data Protection Laws by Fieldwire when it acts as a Processor (as these terms are defined below) in providing the Service to you or your organization (together “Customer”). This Section 19 prevails over any conflicting provisions in these Terms of Service.

19.1 **Definitions.** In this DPA, “European Data Protection Laws” means General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (“GDPR”) and Directive 2002/58/EC (as amended by Directive 2009/136/EC) as amended or repealed from time to time, and their transposition into national laws of the European Economic Area, Switzerland and the United Kingdom; and the terms “Personal Data”, “Data Subject”, “Processing”, “Controller”, “Processor”, and “Personal Data Breach”, have the meaning given to them in the GDPR.

19.2 **Scope.** The subject-matter, nature and purposes of the Processing are described in these Terms of Service. Fieldwire will Process Personal Data for as long as necessary to provide the Service and as permitted under these Terms of Service. The Processing will involve any category of Personal Data that Customer submits to the Service (including names and contact details), relating to Customer’s staff and any other Data Subjects whose Personal Data is submitted to the Service.

19.3 **Roles.** Fieldwire is a Processor on behalf of Customer and Customer’s clients; and Customer or Customer’s clients are Controllers. For the avoidance of doubt, Customer acknowledges that Fieldwire may, as a Controller, Process Personal Data relating to the operation, support, or use of the Service for its own business purposes, such as billing, account management, data analysis, benchmarking, technical support, and product development.

19.4 **Processor Obligations.** Fieldwire shall:

   a. Process the Personal Data only on documented instructions from Customer, including with regard to transfers of Personal Data to a third country or an international organization, unless required to do so by European Union or member state law to which the Processor is subject; in such a case, Fieldwire shall inform Customer of
that legal requirement before Processing, unless that law prohibits such information on important grounds of public interest;

b. ensure that persons authorized to Process the Personal Data have committed themselves to confidentiality or are under an appropriate statutory obligation of confidentiality;

c. take all security measures required pursuant to European Data Protection Laws;

d. not engage another Processor without general written authorization of Customer, and Fieldwire shall inform Customer of any intended changes concerning the addition or replacement of other Processors, thereby giving Customer the opportunity to object to such changes. Customer hereby authorizes Fieldwire to engage other Processors. Select either “Fieldwire’s current Processors are: Amazon Web Services, Inc., Sendgrid, Heroku, Google, Inc., Papertrail, New Relic, Fabric, Mixpanel, Rollbar, Redis Labs, Marketo, and Salesforce;

e. when engaging another Processor to carry out specific Processing activities on behalf of Customer, contractually impose the same data protection obligations as set out in this Section; obtain sufficient guarantees that the Processing will meet the requirements of European Data Protection Laws; and remain fully liable to Customer for the performance of that other Processor's obligations;

f. taking into account the nature of the Processing, assist Customer by appropriate technical and organizational measures, insofar as this is possible, for the fulfilment of Customer’s obligation to respond to requests for exercising the Data Subject’s rights laid down in European Data Protection Laws;

g. assist Customer in ensuring compliance with the obligations pursuant to European Data Protection Laws: implement appropriate security measures, to notify Personal Data Breaches, to conduct data protection impact assessments, and to engage in prior consultations with supervisory authorities, taking into account the nature of Processing and the information available to Fieldwire;

h. at the choice of Customer, delete or return all the Personal Data to Customer after the end of the provision of the Service, and delete existing copies unless European Union or member state law requires storage of the Personal Data;

i. makes available to Customer all information necessary to demonstrate compliance with the obligations laid down in this Section and European Data Protection Laws and allow for and contribute to audits, including inspections, conducted by Customer or another auditor mandated by Customer. The auditor cannot be a competitor of Fieldwire, and the parties will mutually agree upon the scope, timing, and duration of the audit. Customer must reimburse Fieldwire for all expenses and costs for such audit; and

j. immediately inform Customer if, in its opinion, an instruction infringes European Data Protection Laws.

19.5 Data transfers. To provide the Service, Fieldwire needs to import Personal Data to the United States. Customer authorizes such cross-border Personal Data transfers and confirms and warrants that it will comply with any requirements under European Data Protection Laws with regard to such Personal Data transfers.
19.6 **Notices.** All notices to Fieldwire under this Section shall be made via email at privacy@fieldwire.com.

19.7 **Duration.** This Section is terminated upon the termination of these Terms of Service, or of the Processing, whichever is later.

19.8 **Indemnity and Liability.** Sections 11 and 13 apply to the parties’ activities under this Section 19 to the fullest extent permitted under European Data Protection Laws.